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Usually, operation manuals are provided for helping astronauts during space
operations. These manuals include normal and malfunction procedures.
Transferring operation manual knowledge into a computerized form is not a
trivial task. This knowledge is generally written by designers or operation
engineers, and is often quite different from the user logic. The latter is usually a
"compiled" version of the former. Experiments are in progress to assess the user
logic. HORSES (Human - Orbital Refueling System - Expert System) is an
attempt to include both of these logics in the same tool. It is designed to assist
astronauts during monitoring and diagnosis tasks. Basically, HORSESincludes a
situation recognition level coupled to an analytical diagnoser, and a meta-level
working on both of the previous levels. HORSES is a good tool for modeling task
models and is also more broadly useful for knowledge design.
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Human- ORS- Expert System
D Processor
a Situation Recognition( Monitoring )









A User In[erface ( Ques[ion-Answer, Henus)




(ONERA / Airbus Industrie)

























D Connectedto an ORSFortran Simulation









































A Level0 ( PaperManual)
A Level 1 ( Expert System GuidesandAdvises )





A Information onTime and







• COMPUTERIZED OPERATION MANUAL
• SITUATION RECOGNITION SYSTEM
• COOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS ADVISOR
• DIFFERENT LEVELS OF AUTOMATION
• DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE
• EASY-TO-USE
111
Tool for Implementing
Task Models
. KNOWLEDGE DESIGN
• KNOWLEDGE PROCESSING
• VISUAL THINKING
• GRAPHICAL INTERFACE
112
